
so!  there
you are, hermes!
cowering among
the humans as 
always I see!

stay back,
heather!  get

back into
your tent!

John!
what's going

on here?
what is that

thing?!?

but wait! you're  not hermes! you have
his weapons and radiate his being but
you are not him!

an imposter, perhaps?
like mercury, mars and
those other fools who

once attempted to 
overthrow us? 

Strange.  that creature
is talking a language I've never heard 
before, yet I understand what It's saying.

 john!
please!
 get out
of there!
   that 
 thing is
  going
 to kill
 you!!!

     But it doesn't really matter
     who you are!  you remind 
      us of hermes and that's
    enough reason for you to
            feel our wrath!

Hmmm...      
that mortal female 

seems of some impor-
tance to you.  good. 

   very good.     

John.
how... how did

you move so fast
and why are you
wearing those
shoes and that
winged tiara?

this is
no time for
questions!
look!  it's
coming
around

to strike
again!

very good,
'hermes'. we didn't

think you had it in you.  
but can you keep it up?
not even he was able to

hold us off forever,
you know.

it's going
to kill us! I've
got to think of

some way to
stop it,  fast!

we'll begin
by wiping it off

this primitive
mudball!
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huh?
wha...?

 time to go, palmer
there are some

people in los an-
  geles who want a
        word with you.

forget
it, pal!

don't
do something
you'll regret

later!

it's
way too
late for

that
now!

ce comics give you more!
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What?!
 your...

your face!
it's you!

I
warned

you not to do
something
you might
regret.

                 writer:
               jonathan a. gilbert

              pencils:
              seppo makinen

               inks:
               david owens

                tones & lettering:
            Mike rickaby

you're
finished
palmer!
no more
running!

<sorry
about the
trouble.

this should
cover the
damages.

good
day.> *

*translated from
spanish.
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I hope you're
comfortable, palmer,

as it will be a while before
our ride gets here.  by the

way, I hope you like
to fly.

A short
while later...

it's finally over. 
once I get back 

to los angeles I 
can put mister   

chameleon back in
the film canister 

and return to being
jason bradford, 

movie producer. so,
why do I feel a  
sense of personal

loss about all 
of this?       

I've got
to admit

these past
few weeks of

playing the
role of mister  

chameleon
have given me

a sense of
satisfaction
that I haven't
 felt since...

"...back in the 1920's when I was jason
bradford, star of stage and film."

"I wasn't as famous as fairbanks or valentino,
but that didn't matter.  in those days I had a
real sense of personal purpose."
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"I regretted giving up
acting in '29, but after
seeing so many other
actors fade away with
the introduction of
talkies it seemed that
starting my own motion
picture company was
a logical step to take
if I wanted to stay in
the movie business."

"and I did quite well as a movie producer.
after a number of successful low 
budget films in my first four years of
business I was ready to shoot my first
major film."

"I thought I had a one-way ticket
to the stars in those days.  but
the night before the filming was
to start on picture my face things
took a turn for the worse.

good evening, mr. bradford.  may
I have a few minutes of your time?

I suppose
so.  if you make

it brief.

"he did.  it was richard palmer's
and my first meeting.  even then I
knew what a slime bucket he was."

"palmer was notorious for having
his fingers in every crooked deal
in l.a., so when he expressed interest
in becoming my partner, I had no
trouble whatsoever telling him to..."

"palmer didn't take kindly to that.
he suggested that I'd better 
reconsider my position.  I didn't 
take him very seriously."

"THAT NIGHT, WHILE DINING WITH MY 
       FIANC'EE, CHANTAL LEMIEUX, AN 
        ILL WIND BLEW INTO THE ROOM.

" ... I
SHOULD
HAVE."

GO 
TO 

HELL!
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"OVER THE NEXT FEW
WEEKS THERE WERE
NUMEROUS "ACCiDENTS"
ON THE PiCTURE MY
FACE SET."

"iT DIDN'T TAKE ME LONG TO FiGURE OUT THE
CAUSE OF THESE iNCiDENTS.  UNFORTUNATELY 
THE POLICE NEEDED A LiTTLE MORE THAN MY 
WORD THAT RiCHARD PALMER WAS PUTTiNG 
PRESSURE ON ME."

I'm sorry, mr.
bradford.  there simply isn't any

proof that someone is sabotaging
               your movie.

can't
you at least

pay that palmer
character a

visit?

we know.
we know.  you
need proof.

as the
captain

said,
miss...

"by the end of last
january production
on the movie had shut
down.  I was at my 
wits end as to what
    to do next."

"then one evening, as I was looking through one
of my movie scrapbooks and recalling better
times, I found a solution if the police needed
proof, perhaps I had a way to get it for them."

      "I adopted the identity of mr. chameleon, 
       a character I had played in a couple
 of silent film serials who used disguises
 to infiltrate criminal groups to destroy 
 them from within."

"I then disguised myself as a

long-missing small time hood

named gary carr and had my

chauffeur call in some 

gambling debts to get me 

introduced to some people 

who could get me a job as 

palmer's driver."

ce comics give you more!
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